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NO VACANCY
Freshmen overflow into apartments
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Changes: Director of the Russian Studies program Svetoslav
Pavlov, discusses the upcoming changes to the program.

Russian Studies
undergoes changes
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

With a new coordinator, new home and new curricu
lum, Grand Valley State University’s Russian studies
program will withstand a number of changes for the
2012-2013 school year to serve its roughly 20 majors
and minors.
Founded during the Cold War when the Soviet Union
existed, Russian Studies is the oldest Area Studies pro
gram at GVSU. Its new coordinator. Professor Svetoslav
Pavlov, said the program is ready for updates to reflect
the political and geographical changes in Europe.
“There is a new reality, there is not a Soviet
Union,” Pavlov said.
Part of the reconstruction process would then be to rede
fine Russian studies: should students examine only Russia or
all the countries and cultures of the former Soviet Union?
Pavlov said he hopes to expand curriculum to include
non-Russian cultures of the former Soviet Union.
The proposed curriculum changes require faculty
members to consider the name of the program and
whether it should be changed to encompass the vari
ous cultures of the former Soviet Union. Director of
Area Studies Steeve Buckridge said a name-change to
SEE RUSSIAN STUDIES, A3

epending on the business, full
occupancy is not always ide
al. The fewer beds taken in a
Spectrum Health, the better. But for
Grand Valley State University, full
occupancy means growth, and growth
is always welcome.
This year, GVSU has so many firstyear students that they’ve overflowed
from traditional freshmen housing
into places they might not usually go,
like South Apartments, Laker Village
and the Ravines.
Dean of Students Bart Merkle
mentioned a number of factors “put
ting some pressure on the housing
situation,” including an increase in
first-year students, a greater general
interest in people living on campus
ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL
and a greater number of students com
ing from the east side of Michigan and Movin' on up: GVSU freshman unpack their cars last week during freshman move-in.
out of state who need housing.
sirable conditions, and many chose to are still available, which may mean a
Merkle said GVSU has typically
live in apartments rather than tradi last-resort of apartment-style living.
seen about 82 to 83 percent of firsttional dorms due to their lower costs
The freshmen in apartments are not
year students living on campus, but
left to fend for themselves, though.
and convenience.
this year about 84 percent or higher
“We didn’t make anybody live
Beachnau said they are placed with
have opted for on-campus living.
anywhere they didn’t want to so it and near other freshmen, and that
Director of Housing and Resi
was really style preference and avail Housing and Residence Life is still
dence Andy Beachnau added that he
ability that drove some of the deci working to incorporate those students
has seen increasing trends in athletes,
into the university lifestyle.
sions,” he said.
foreign students and people opting
“Our [residents’ assistants] are
GVSU offers freshmen apartment-style
for learning communities on campus,
living if the arrangements are still available partnering with transitions leaders,
which have each contributed to the
we know where the first-year students
after upperclassmen finish choosing.
overflow of students in on-campus fa
All freshmen who want to live on are, we’ll find them and start them
cilities and the displacement of fresh
campus and apply to GVSU before with transitions,” he said.
men to nontraditional housing.
May 1 are guaranteed on-campus hous
However, Beachnau said those
ing, though. Those applying after the
SEE OVERFLOW, A3
freshmen were not forced into unde
deadline are provided whatever beds

D

Parking struggles plague GV's health services building
BY AUSTIN METZ
GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Parking permits, parking meters, and re
stricted parking are all options to help local
residents deal with parking problems near
Grand Valley State University’s Cook-DeVos
Center for Health Sciences.
Kristi DeKraker, executive director of the
Belknap Lookout Neighborhood Association
said that the parking problem has been a issue
for some time now.
“It has been a reoccurring issue since 2001
with the building of the Cook-DeVos Center,”
DeKraker said. “When the building was first
built, it had about 185 parking spots and the
students were expected to ride the shuttle.”
DeKraker said this has not happened and res
idents in the area have had issues finding park
ing spots close to home because students and
employees of the hospital are filling the streets.
At a recent meeting of the Automobile
Parking Commission, it was announced that
a task force is being built to find what would
work best to fix the issues and a resolution is
due in the next 12 months.
“If neighbors leave and try to come back,
it’s nearly impossible to find a parking spot,”
DeKraker said. “It depends on the area but
generally street parking is filled by GVSU
students and hospital employees... we know
development will continue on the hill and we
need to protect our residents.”
The area creating the most problems is the
500 block erf Fairview Avenue to North Ave
nue, and residents within the 600 block are also
starting to be affected, DeKraker explained.
“We cannot change human nature but we
can look at internal policies,” she said.

CAMPUS

COURTESY | GOOGLE MAPS

Parking Wars: Parking for residents from Fairview to North Ave. has become difficult with the addition of new GVSU buildings in the area.

Pamela Ritsema is the city’s managing di
rector of parking services and is in charge of
finding a solution to the issue.
“There are insufficient spaces for residents
to park on-street because the spaces are occu
pied by students or employees,” Ritsema said.
“We’ve had complaints for several years. Pre
viously we have used parking regulation en
forcement i .e. ticketing for (parking) too close
to a crosswalk, fire hydrant, driveway.”
Ritsema explained that city staff and

neighborhood representatives are meeting to
develop city ordinance language, policy and
how the program would work but also said
that no decisions will be made soon.
“We have a committee set up to look into
our options and the parking permits are one
option,” DeKraker said. “We are encouraging
the use of the shuttle and mass transit and also
possibly parking meters and restricted park
ing hours. In some areas, if we do restricted
parking, with a two hour limit, we would get

rid of the all-day parkers.”
Although DeKraker said that students
aren’t doing anything wrong, the city and the
Belknap Lookout Association feel they need
to settle the situation.
“We haven’t set a goal but the sooner the
better,” DeKraker said. “We expect the prob
lem to get worse with GVSU’s plan to build
another new facility.”

associate ® lanthom com

NEWS BRIEFS
GVSU's economic impact tops $900 million
In a recent report release by the Sustainable Com
munity Development Initiative, it reported that Grand
Valley State University's sustainability efforts have
saved the region over $900 million. In the report, it
talked about 11 different practices that Grand Valley
students, faculty and staff members can use to de
crease the university's footprint. Some of the major
areas where GVSU has saved is with The Rapid which
has saved about $21 million in automotive costs and
$6 million in fuel cost and student internships which
have helped save employers more than $25 million.
For more details about the report, contact the Sustain
able Community Development Initiative at (616) 331-

2221.

GVL I Robert Mathews

Bikes in a row: GVSU students park their bikes while attending class on the Allendale campus.
Campus Police are encouraging students to buy parking permits and register bikes on-line.

New video aimed to promote Grand Valley
A group of Grand Valley students and alumni have
created a parody video to "I'm on a Boat." The video
features President Haas and Board of Trustees mem
ber Noreen Myers and is being used to promote the
college and what's happening around campus. The
video premiered this past Wednesday night before
several hundred students and was entirely written
and produced by students of the college. To watch the
video
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CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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arking permits for students are now
available for purchase for the fall
2012 semester at Grand Valley State
University. GVSU is a permit-only
pus, so all residential and commuter stu
dents planning on parking their vehicles on
campus must have purchased a permit by
Aug. 27, the first day of classes.
Facing is per-semester, and based on
credit hours - $88 for student taking six
credits or less and $170 for students taking
seven credits or more.
Parking permits are theft-resistant, and
can be difficult to remove or transfer, said
Lisa Garringer, parking systems coordina
tor at GVSU. Garringer suggested dog-ear
ing the comers of the permits to making for
easier removal or transfer, keeping in mind
that it does make theft easier and that stu
dents should then take the necessary pre
cautions in locking all doors and windows.
Permits must be displayed correctly on
the driver-side windshield, if the permit
barcode cannot be scanned, the vehicle will
be cited with a $20 parking fine.
Students who do not need a permit for
the winter semester and do not want an
automatic charge to their student account
must return their permit at the en& of the
fall semester.
This years’ art for the permit was photo
graphed by GVSU senior, Bo Anderson.
All guests who are not paying to park
in short-term meters must obtain a tem
porary past from the Department of Pub
lic Safety, anAt# over-night guests must
park in the residential lots marked in yel
low. Egph tflffjeat is awarded 20 days of
temporary parking at no cost - students do
not need to obtain the temporary passes for
the guests, but are responsible for making
guests aware. Permits will not be enforced
on weekends - Friday after 5 p.m. through
Monday at 7 a.m.
Students can purchase permits directly
from the Department of Public Safety on
the Allendale Campus or online only. How
ever, Garringer is encouraging students to
purchase their permits online to avoid long

lines out of the DPS building in that first
week of classes.
If a student does choose to purchase
their permit online, Garringer said the re
quest will processed within 24 hours and
then move through the U.S. Postal Service
to the address on the student’s account reg
cam
istered with the
university. In ad
dition, the online
purchase will au
tomatically send
out a confirma
tion e-mail con
taining a 30-day
temporary
pass
for students who
need to park on
campus
before
DEHAAN
their physical per
mit arrives.
All information on parking and park
ing permits at GVSU can be found online
at www.gvsu.edu/gvpd by clicking on the
“parking” button.
Along with parking permits, GVPD is
encouraging all students to register their
bikes - all students with current or newly
registered bikes are eligible to enter a draw
ing in the lobby of the DPS building for a
$50 to Dick’s Sporting Goods.
The drawing was set in an effort to help
encourage all students, faculty and staff
who will be using a bike on the Allendale
Campus to register their bikes at no cost
with GVPD online.
Julie Carbrine, dispatch coordinator and
Capt. Brandon DeHaan, assistant director
of GVPD, said bike registration is one of
the best wayk to help the police recover lost
or stolen bikes on campus.
Carbine also encouraged students to al
ways lock unattended bikes with quality
locks, only park their bikes in the provid
ed bicycle racks, take bikes home during
summer breaks and winters when it goes
unused, and not to lock bikes to trees, light
poles, signs or buildings.
To register a bike with GVPD, visit
www.gvsu.edu/gvpd/bike.htm

ANDERSON
BY BRIANA DOOLAN
GVL COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

o Anderson, Grand
Valley State Uni
versity senior and
marketing and management
double major, is the pho
tographer behind the im
age used on the 2012-2013
parking passes.
“I was out walking around
on campus taking pictures
for fun,” Anderson said. “I
take my camera with me ev
erywhere, so it’s not uncom
mon for me to just take pic
tures when I see something I
want to capture.”
Anderson submitted the
image to the “I Am Grand
Valley” group on Flickr last
fall, and from there, GVSU
shared it on Facebook.
Lisa Garringer, park
ing systems coordinator at
GVSU, said she found the
photo on a friend’s Facebook page and soon made
it her desktop background.
Garringer said when it came
time to design the parking
passes, she knew exactly
what photo she wanted to
use, so she searched online
to find the artist.
The Grand Valley Po
lice Department called An
derson last April to let him
know1 his photo would be on
this year’s parking pass.
“It’s very cool to see
the image on cars as I walk
around campus,” Ander
son said. “It’s an honor that
someone would like the im
age enough to let it represent
Grand Valley in this way.”
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“We had seen other cam
pus
PD’s joining Facebook,
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
such as MSU, Eastern,
Michigan Tech, etc,” Stoll
With help from Grand
said. “The GVPD thought it
Valley Police Officer Jeff
would be beneficial for the
Stoll, the Grand Valley Po
, GVSU community and a
lice Department recently
valuable tool, since so many
joined the world of Facepeople are on Facebook.”
book. Talks to start the page
With proactive informa
began in early summer but
tion for people posted on
the Department decided to
tfie Facebook page such as
put the page into place re
how to register your bike
cently.
BY EMELIE MIUNIKEL

on campus and just recently,
tips about move in week, the
GVPD has seen positive re
sults, even though they are
limited as of now.
“The page is real recent,
but just last week we had
three parents who comment
ed on the page in response
to posts about move-in
week. We have also made
a push with the RAs to help
advertise the page, since

helpful info will be posted
frequently, as well as the fire
prevention videos.”
With photos of the GVPD
staff and future posts of fire
arm testing, crime preven
tion, and safety issues to
come, students can check
out what the page has to of
fer now at Grand Valley Po
lice Department.

assistantnews
@ lanthorn.com
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RUSSIAN STUDIES
CONTINUED FROM A1

I
something like Russian
and Eastern European Stud
ies would allow for better
outreach to all groups of peo
ple from the former Soviet
Union, including the grow
ing Russian, Polish and east
ern European populations in
the Grand Rapids area.
“We want to do commu
nity engagement that is wel
coming and is embracing
of all these different groups
of people who fit into this
geographic, political space
that we want to celebrate
and learn about and study,”
Buckridge said.
The community engage
ment planned so far includes
high school outreach, film
festivals, recruitment fairs and
a small conference based on

Russian and Slavic studies.
To better accomplish
the outreach plans, GVSU
transferred the program
from the College of Lib
eral Arts and Sciences to
the Brooks College of In
terdisciplinary
Studies,
where it will be incorpo
rated into Area Studies and
be in a better position to
collaborate with the other
cultural programs.
“We felt that it would be
great to bring all area pro
grams together,” Buckridge
said. “What we want to do is
bring all those regional fo
cus programs together under
one umbrella as a means of
strengthening the programs
and taking the programs to
new heights.”
The Russian Studies
program has now also been
divided so that the language
portion is housed in the De

partment of Modem Lan
guages, while culture-based
studies are maintained in
Area Studies.
Yet another change being
considered for the program
is its ties to study abroad.
Pavlov said the old Russian
study abroad program based
in St. Petersburg may be too
expensive as standards of
living increase, so GVSU
may develop programs in
new locations, including
other areas of the former
Soviet Union.
Buckridge said he hopes
the revamping of Russian
Studies will increase the
program’s visibility not only
on campus but also in the
greater community.
“We have a long history
of excellence and a long
history of producing great
students in this program,”
he said, noting that the

AUGUST 27, 2012

United States Ambassador
to Russia, John Beyrle, is a
graduate of GVSU. “With
greater visibility, it will
also put GVSU out there
on the radar as a school
with a brilliant Russian
studies program.”
Regardless of the changes
made to the program, those
involved in Russian Studies
will not forget its distant but
admirable beginnings.
“We applaud [founders
Christine Rydel and Edward
Cole) for their commitment
and service to the program,
and they’ve done a won
derful job over the years
in building the program,”
Buckridge said.
For more information on
Russian Studies, contact the
Area Studies office at 616331-8110.

438 Bridge Street NW

A3

(616)- 774- 5969

news@ lanthorn .com
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OVERFLOW
CONTINUED FROM A1

Nevertheless, university
administrators are working
on a plan to ensure available
on-campus housing for fu
ture freshmen.
Merkle said the staff of
Housing and Residence Life
typically meets with repre
sentatives from the Admis
sions Office in the fall to
discuss enrollment for the
following year and identify
the number of first-year beds
that need to be reserved. The
residual beds are then of
fered to non-freshmen until
all beds are full.
“We’ll do that again in
the fall and we may need
to adjust the number of first
year beds that we hold and
if we have to do that I will
make that adjustment, which
unfortunately means that
then we have fewer beds for
sophomores, juniors and se
niors, and so that’s why as
we look at all these numbers
we constantly try to figure
out ‘what is the right size for
our housing system to be?’”
Merkle said. “We’ve got a
lot of housing along the pe
rimeter and there’s kind of a
balance you want to have so
you don’t end up with a total
number of beds available to

students that is way higher
than what the enrollment is.
That doesn’t serve anybody
well. But you also want to
be certain you have enough.
So that’s our challenge.”
The dean said the staff
tries to give a little flexibil
ity in the system to accom
modate room changes and
roommate problems that
might arise, but this year
saw much less flexibility
than usual. The rise in de
mand may even necessitate
additional housing.
As for a solution to the
housing needs, Beachnau
suggested three options:
adding new beds, fixing
existing facilities or tearing
down and retiring units that
may no longer be popular
with students.
Merkle added that univer
sity administrators are devel
oping a ten-year plan for ren
ovation of housing facilities.
“It’s a good problem to
have in many respects but
on the other hand you want
to ensure students are having
■a good experience,” he said.“Our goal always is to try to
accommodate the students
who want to live on campus
and try to help them have
the best experience they can
possibly have.”

news@ lanthorn .com
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GVSU Parking Permits

2012-2013

If you will be parking a vehicle on the

Allendale or Pew Campus this Fall or Winter
2012-2013, you must purchase a parking
permit.
Log onto: www.£V»u.idu/pirkln«
For all your parking questions and to place
your permit order.
DON'T DELAY-ORDER TODAY!
Once you order a permit, the charge will conveniently
be placed on your student account.
COST:$34Q-7 or more credits /$88 6 or less credits
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VALLEY VOTE:

READ THE BLOG:.

LAST ISSUE'S QUESTION:

Did you attend any Laker Days events last
week?

"GSA welcomes back GV graduate students"

Do you think GVSU'* 3.7% tuition hike fo/ 2012-2013 is
fair?

Vote online at lanthorn.com

Read online at lanthorn.com/blog

YES 33% NO 67%

EDITORIAL

FRESH
I

t’s the first official day of classes, Grand
Valley State University, and love it or hate
it - it’s finally here. Campus is booming,
and as we speak, the Lanthorn is watching
Louie the Laker shake it by Zumberge Pond
with GVSU students.
Over the summer, the Lanthorn has been
working around the clock to make improve
ments to our print and web products, and
we expect our very first mobile app to debut
shorty after Labor Day.
Though our Your Space section isn’t new.

I

PT
I 1 I

This fall, the same Lanthorn you love will be back and better
than ever in print, online and coming soon to your mobile phone.

it is getting a face lift, and we need your
help - all student writers, photographers and
artists of any kind are welcome to send their
submissions to community@lanthom.com,
to possibly see your work in print. Also, in
print every Monday and Thursday, lode for
the Lanthorn’s special sections like Money
Matters, the Lanthorn s Housing, Dining and
Bus Route guides, surviving finals guide and
our commencement edition.
Free classified ads are available to all
GVSU students, staff and faculty and can

QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE

include anything from announcements for
student organizations to events, housing open
ings, employment, and internships so submit
yours now and see it in both the print edition
throughout the week, and online at www.
lanthorn com.
Also at wwwJanthomcom, look for
breaking news and sports updates around the
clock, as well as exclusive videos, slideshows
and blog posts. See something on campus
you think is newsworthy? The Lanthorn has
added an all-new online tip line for readers

to submit story ideas from all four comers
of campus - just go to our website and lode
for “tip line” in the toolbar at the top of our
homepage.
The Lanthorn is here for you, so we want to
hear from you - your thoughts, your tips, your
concerns - let us know how we can help.
So as we all begin the journey that is the
2012-2013 school year, let’s strap on our high
tops, slide on those skinny jeans, throw back a
Red Bull, study, party (responsibly) and make
this the best year it can be.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY ANDREW SMITH

WHAT HAS BEEN YOUR FAVORITE
PART OF GVSU'S WELCOME WEEK?
"The Laker Days provided fun
activities and events to meet lots
of new people."

DANIELLE FLUEGEMAN
Freshman, hospitality & tourism
management
Eaton Rapids, Mich.

"My favorite part of GVSU's
welcome week has been all of the
activities and constantly seeing
and meeting new people around
campus."

HAYLEY MEDBICH
Freshman, biomedical science
Southgate, Mich.

"My favorite part of GVSU
welcome week was Fan Fest. I
thought it was very cool meeting
new people and to meet all of the
football players."

CAYLA MELE
Freshman, biomedical science
Southgate, Mich.

a smith® lanthorn.com

Fresh feelings from a college freshman

"Probably the step show in front
of Kirkhoff and the live concert by
the pond."

BY STEPHANIE SCHOCH
GVL COLUMNIST

TANNER REMICK
Sophomore, environmental chemistry
White Lake, Mich.

"Moving into my bigger and better
living space!"

ASHLEY DUNLAP
Sophomore, psychology
Oak Park, Mich.

Hantftorn
The student-run newspapers at Grand Valley State University

Me? A procrastinator?
Okay, maybe the reoc
curring description of yours
truly was correct back in
high school. But this is col
lege which means a fresh
start, a new slate, a brand
spankin’ new beginning.
The minute that I walked
onto campus, I thought that I
would immediately change:
that I would pass through
an invisible force field and
instantly mature. Yet I find
myself feeling no different
than I did four months ago.
I have gone from being at
the head of the school to
fresh meat. And contrary to
my initial belief, there are

no freshmen being thrown
into trash cans and Kevin
Spacey is not my teacher,
trying to convince me to go
to Vegas to play blackjack:
college is different than
what I believed.
But what exactly is col
lege? We should be here to
get an education, but there
are so many other things
that we can reap aside from
a degree. College is an op
portunity to learn about
yourself, your future and
this school.
I have been here a to
tal of about a week, and I
know more now than I did
seven days ago. I’ve been
to the ever-popular transi
tions (admittedly only part
of them), I’ve ordered my
books, I’ve hugged strang
ers, and I’ve met what
seems like a half-billion
people. And all the while,
I was greeted by warm

smiles.
Although I know about
0.01% of the people at this
school, I can count on the
majority to hold open doors
or to smile and say hello.
The amount of trust that
the students here can at
tribute back to humanity is
astounding.
But the thing that I don’t
like about this school would
have to be how disconnect
ed I feel to everyone. I by
no means am a shy person,
but living on the south end
of campus, I have few con
nections.
However, classes; they
haven’t even started yet.
So really, I’m not being
fair. Here, I’m in charge of
my education. Gasses will
be opportunistic: I have a
choice to tune in to the lec
tures, to participate my butt
off and to show people that
I’m here for a reason.
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GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community. Student opinions
do not reflect those of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expres
sion for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses.
Letters must include the author 's
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person. Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Grand Valley Lanthorn

Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will
not be held responsible for errors
that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author may be
withheld for compelling reasons
The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff.

PLEASE
RECYCLE
v

Hopefully some of you
are feeling the same way
that I am: anxious for class
es to start, wondering what
to expect, excited to be
independent, and nervous
that friends won’t come
as easily as they did back
home. Just think about the
fact that we are all in the
same boat.
So this is sort of my
“good luck” to everyone.
Wow, that sounds terrible,
but every year has the po
tential to either crush you,
build you up, or possibly
throw you somewhere in
the middle. I guess it’s
all about how you look at
life, school, or new experi
ences. Or maybe all three,
wrapped into a burrito of
college life.
Good luck, everyone.
On Wednesdays we wear
pink.

sschoch @ lanthorn .com

Senior-to-Freshman advice for a new year
ions all year long. Now that
we have the basics out of
the way, its time to pass on
some
senior-to-freshman
wisdom in hopes that you
guys do a better job of nav
igating the new, freedomBY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
filled waters of college than
GVL COLUMNIST
I did.
You did it. You have
To begin, we start with
reached college - the Plym the obvious: 8 a.m. classes.
outh Rock of adulthood. Avoid them at all costs.
You deserve congratula • You are not a morning
tions - there are many who person, and class just isn’t
don’t make it this far. This the place to start your day.
new world,as I am sure you
Believe it or not, you don’t
have realized on your own, retain much information
is quite lacking in the rule
when you spend the entire
department compared to hour doing the old nodyour former lives. Howev off-and-jerk-awake while
er, this freedom is not with simultaneously willing the
out its follies, and as fresh caffeine you’re downing to
meat (I mean...freshmen), enter your bloodstream.
you have much to learn.
Continuing with classes,
I’m Oiristine Colleran, we must discuss skipping
one of your Lanthorn col them. There is something
umnists here to provide you to be said about the art of a
with insight, thoughts on
good skip, but they should
current events, and plenty
be few and far between.
of not-so-objective opin Think of it this way, a full

time student taking four
classes pays approximately
$1,800 in tuition per class.
If there are 31 classes
(Tuesday/Thursday) or so
in a semester, then each
skipped class is around $58
of knowledge missed. So,
before you play hooky, ask
yourself- is watching this
hot dog eating competition
on ESPN really worth it?
Finally, it’s time to bring
up a little issue we have in
Allendale: Minor In Pos
session charges. Around
here MIPs are fairly com
monplace and similar to
battle wounds, they hurt
when acquired but stu
dents reminisce on them
with pride and exaggerated
tales of showing the Ottawa
County Police who’s boss.
Now, like the Beastie
Boys, I believe that we
need to fight for our right
to party - just not with jail
time. You laugh, but there
exists a fun-sucking Judge

in Ottawa County (whose
name I won’t use but whose
initials are Kenneth Post),
and he doesn’t hesitate to
hand out harsh punishments
for too many indiscretions.
My point, don’t get reck
less with your social gath
erings.
Alas, it has come the
time to start another year.
To our freshmen, these next
few years have potential
to be the best of your life.
College is a liberating ex
perience, so take advantage
of your new freedom and
don’t sweat the small mis
takes. I leave you with the
words my father said to me
when I went off to univer
sity: “remember, you have
two jobs at school; have fun
and work hard - not neces
sarily in that order.”
In my opinion, as long
as you are doing them both
right, that order is just fine.

ccolleran © lanthorn com
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Women's Leadership House
kicks off first year
Outdoor Adventure Center
Rentals • Trips • Clinics

The Women's
Leadership
House to
focus on
educating the
female leaders
of tomorrow

next generation of women’s
leaders.
“We are thrilled at the po
tential of the house and we
expect the women to grow
and excel at GVSU,” Mason
said. “We want to help to
grow leadership within the
house and outside. We hope
to teach practical leadership
skills while also teaching the
women to speak articulately
and exhibit all the qualities
of leadership.”
Although leaders of the
BY AUSTIN METZ
House were unsure how the
GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR
first year would turn out, 25
women have signed up to
rand Valley State stay in the house while more
University’s Wom are on a waiting list and are
en’s Center has part staying in another area.
nered with the Women and
Along with participating
Gender Study program to at the House, the women
start the Women’s Leader
ship House on GVSU’s Al
lendale Campus.
“The overall purpose of
the house is to build a com
munity for women leaders,”
“We are thrilled
said Jo Ann Wassenaar, as
sociate director of the Wom
at the potential of
en’s Center. “The house will
the house and we
center around leadership
expect the women
activities that will help in
opening minds to new ideas,
to grow and excel
new people, and new expe
at GVSU We want
riences.”
The house will center
to help leadership
around five key areas to
grow within the
teach leadership qualities.
These areas include civic
house and outside. ”
engagement, cultural aware
ness, leadership principles,
skill development, and cel
ebration.
Julia
Mason, faculty
JULIA MASON
director of the Women’s
Faculty Director
Leadership House, said that
the goal of the house is to
develop and support the
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WASSENAAR
will be doing different ac
tivities including career fo
cus events and a barbecue
which the public is welcome
to attend.
Samara Woolfolk is a
GVSU student who came
into contact with the House

when she needed help with
scheduling and will now
be staying in the Women’s
Leadership House this com
ing year.
“I hope to learn better
leadership skills, to vol
unteer and I like to be in a
group of people who want
to do things,” Woolfolk
said. “It can be hard to orga
nize things by yourself. I’m
hoping to learn how to put
things on myself and to be a
better leader.”
The Women’s Leadership
House will be located in the
VanSteeland Living Center
and will become another
learning and living commu
nity on GVSU’s campus.

Youi on-campus resource for aavenlure reciiajion.

RENTALS

Visit us online to see our
inventory of hiking gear,
paddling equipment, &
yard games.
TRIPS & CLINICS

Register today for any of
our F' 12 land or water basfed
programs!

associate
@ lanthorn .com
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Transpor
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wrovements for Fall T2!
8828
DASH to the Hill:
Route 51 "CHS Express"
[5-10 min service weekdays;
20 min service evenings]

Park & Ride:
Free parking and bus
stops at Walker
kerFire
Fire
Station & Standale
indale Meijer
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Apartment

B

GVSU Center

for Health
Sciences
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GVSU Allendale
Campos

GVSU Grand

I Rapid
Rapids Campus

Campus Connector:

Shuttles:

Route 50 service between

The Rapid Central Station:

Routes 37/48
[4-10 min service

GVSU's Allendale and
Grand Rapjds Campuses &
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jhe Rapid's Central Station

Route 50 now connects
to Central Station for
easy access to all Rapid
routes for FREE! (must
present GVSU ID)
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[6 min service weekdays;
14 min svc evenings after 6p]

We “bustache"you to visit us at
Campus Life
Night on 9/4/12!
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or...
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Cut your commute costs In half by sharing the ride. Check
our website for our convenient carpooling application.
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Walk About

http://www.gvsu.edu/transportation

parking permit required

(cost based on credit hours)

Bring your own or rent a refurbished bike by the semester. Rental cost
includes lock and is applied to your student account. Quantities limited.
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Enjoy the beautiful pathways
of the GVSU campus!
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Football picked to
win GLIAC North
After learning they
would open the season
with a No. 7 national
ranking by the American
Football Coaches Asso
ciation, the Grand Valley
State University foot
ball team was selected
to win the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference North Divi
sion by the conference's
coaches last week.
Thanks to six firstplace votes, the Lakers
will enter the season as
favorites in a division
that saw two teams —
Wayne State Univer
sity and Saginaw Valley
State University — make
the NCAA Division II
Playoffs last season.
GVSU defeated Sag
inaw Valley State on the
final day of the season
to clinch a share of the
North Division title.
Both Saginaw Valley
and Wayne State — who
dropped a 35-21 decision
to Pittsburg State Uni
versity in the Division II
National Championship
Game — qualified for the
postseason over South
Division, and overall
conference
champion,
Hillsdale College.
Hillsdale, Saginaw Val
ley State and Michigan
Technological University
rounded out the North's
top five, while Ferris State
University,
Northern
Michigan University and
Northwood
University
wrap up the division.
Ashland
University
was selected to win the
South Division.
GVSU will also open
the season as the No.
4 team in D2Football.
corn's preseason poll.

Soccer selected to
win GLIAC
After ending the sea
son without a National
Championship
game
win for the first time in
three years, the Grand
Valley State University
soccer team will en
ter the 2012 season as
the favorites to win the
GLIAC. A 2-1 loss to.The
College of St. Rose end
ed GVSU's run for threestraight national titles,
but the poll of all 14 GLI
AC coaches showed the
team's adversaries still
respect the team that
hasn't lost a conference
match since a 1-0 loss at
Northern Michigan Uni
versity in 2010-11.
The Lakers (20-1
15-0-0 GLIAC) col
13 of 14 first place votes
in the poll in which
coaches could not vote
for
their
respective
teams. Second place
Ohio Dominican Univer
sity, who trailed GVSU
by 23 points, received
the other first place
vote, while Ashland Uni
versity, Tiffin University
and Northern Michigan
University rounded out
the top five.
Ferris State Universi
ty, Saginaw Valley State
University,
Michigan
Technological
Univer
sity, the University of
Findlay and Northwood
University fill the top 10.
Conference newcom
ers Walsh University,
Notre Dame College
and Malone University
debut in the bottom half
of the poll, while Lake
Erie College was slotted
to finish last to wrap up
the poll.
GVSU
enters the
season ranked No. 2
nationally, one spot be
hind St. Rose.

ROBERT MATHEWS I GVL

Let the games begin: Fresh off a disappointing 8-3 2011 season, the Laker football program is ready for a bounce-back season as they enter the season ranked No.
7 in preseason polls. While the team has lost some talent from the previous year, the team hopes the underclassmen will step up to lead the team.

Football looks to rebound after missing playoffs in 2011
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

The two-a-days may
have
wrapped up on Wednesday, but the
Grand Valley State University foot
ball team’s preparation for the 2012
season hasn’t slowed.
Head coach Matt Mitchell and his
staff are still preparing for the team’s
season opener on Saturday against
Western Oregon University, a team it
defeated 44-20 to open last season.
Players are still battling for playing
time along the offensive line and in the
defensive secondary, but it’s one game
at a time for a team coming off an 8-3
season, its worst season since 2000.
“I think anytime you take the field,
there are high expectations for perfor
mance. We’ve got to get off to a good
start, we’ve got to be focused coming
out of the gates,” Mitchell said. “Hav
ing been around these 120 guys, when
we play loose, we’re not very good. I
don’t want the guys all nerved up, but
they have to also understand that mis
takes will cost you football games.”
Those mistakes, specifically turnovers
and miscommunications on defense, led
to GVSU’s 1-3 start last season.
While the roster returns eight start
ers on offense and eight on defense,
there are still holes to fill on both sides
of the ball - specifically the defense,
which must replace starters at line
backer, defensive end and comerback.

“We’re a work in progress right now,
and in the month of September we’ll
still be a work in progress,” Mitchell
said. “All these new starters, we’re go
ing to have to learn from our mistakes
throughout the course erf the game and
from week to week. I think we’ve got the
potential to get better, but we’re not go
ing to be a finished product Week One.”
Senior Jarrod Cox, moving down
from safety, will team with juniors
Sam Power, Charles Hill and Luther
Ware as linebacker. With the inex
perience at defensive line - senior
Ryan Pettis is the lone returner at
defensive end - Mitchell said there’s
a possibility of more 3-4 formations,
an attempt to get more of the line
backers on the field together.
“We may have to try to play a few
more guys, get them out here live and
see how they handle the situations,”
Mitchell said. “I am concerned that
a guy like (redshirt freshman) Brad
Horling, who potentially is a good
player; you still have to remember
that he’s a redshirt freshman and this
is his first college game.”
Some of that same in-game in
experience will carry over to the
secondary where, outside of junior
safety Erik Thompson and comer
back Reggie Williams, the rest of
the puzzle still needs to sort itself
out, according to Mitchell.
“We’re not going to be afraid to
rotate some different guys,” he said.

“At that level, in the secondary and
at linebacker, you’re not going to
see the same guys back there all the
time, we’re going to rotate through
some bodies and with some specific
defensive line positions, too.”
Expect Michigan State transfer Dana
Dixon and Indiana University transfer
Shaquille Jefferson to see time in the
secondary at comerback and safety.
Offense is less of a worry because
the team returns starters at quarter
back, wide receiver and running back.
Preseason All-Americans Heath Parling and Charles Johnson return as
one of the GLLAC’s top passing com
bos, while junior Hersey Jackson will
lead a stable of running backs.
With Jackson still nursing an in
jured shoulder that has kept him out of
contact drills in camp, more responsi
bility falls on sophomores Chris Rob
inson and Mike Ratay. Robinson ran
for a freshman single-game record
173 yards against Saginaw Valley
State University last season, while
Ratay, who accumulated 548 all-pur
pose yards in 2011, will enter the year
looking to help Jackson alleviate the
loss of senior Norman Shuford.
The team’s second-leading rusher last
season, Shuford will redshirt this season
after tearing his ACL late last season.
“We help each other out on any
thing, we know what to do (on the
field). We all can see different things
and come together,” said Jackson,

who cut his signature dreadlocks in
the offseason. “We’re not trying to be •
individuals, we’re trying to be family
and get things done the right way.”
On the offensive line, GVSU re-1
turns three starters from last season;
in junior Tyler Moran and seniors
Andrew Biedenbender and Tim
Lelito. Moran and Biedenbender*
will start at tackle, but assisting*
Lelito on the interior will be junior i
and 2010 All-GLIAC lineman Matt
Armstrong, who redshirted last sea-;
son after injuring his knee in 2010. ;
Mitchell said the fifth starter is;
still up in the air, but sophomore Eric LaBuhn and freshman Connor Gould •
and Brandon Revenberg have used
strong camps to enter in the discussion.!
Freshman Jamie Potts, who is also
battling kicker Marco Iderosa for kick
off duty, and Joe Wirth are the two vy-;
ing to fill the void at tight end. Sopho
mores Keontre Miskel, Darryl Pitts
and Brandan Green will look to help
bolster the receiving group, led by*
Johnson and senior Isreal Woolfork.
“Those guys, if you look at them'.
from last spring to where they are
now, you wouldn’t even know
they’re the same players,” Parling
said of his young receivers. “We’re
confident in our receiving group,
and I think we’ve got a good core
there and they should take us a long
way hopefully.”

sports @ lanthorn .com

OFFENSE [Passing]
Heath Parling
I Isiah Grimes

180.35 rat 2415 yds 34TD 10 INT
154.13 rat 227 yds 1 TD 1 INT

RUSHING
Hersey Jackson
Michael Ratay

135 att 764 yds 8TDs
48 att 317 yds 4TDs

Chris Robinson

41 att 312 yds 3TDs

RECEIVING
Charles Johnson
Michael Ratay

56 rec 1030 yds 15TDs
15 rec 189 yds

Brandan Green

8 rec 82 yds

1 TD

DEFENSE [Tackles]
Jarrod Cox
Charles Hill

29 solo
29 solo

32 ast
29 ast

61 total
58 total

Reggie Williams

38 solo

17 ast

55 total

INTERCEPTIONS
Erik Thompson

5 INT for 225 yds

Reggie Williams

3 INT for 42 yds

SACKS
Luther Ware
Matt Judon
Ryan Pettis

3.5 sacks for -17 yds
2.0 sacks for -24 yds
2.0 sacks for -12 yds

cs
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Young and restless
Volleyball looks to rebound after disappointing season
ing past the disappointment.
“We have a new focus and a new be
ginning,” Scanlon said. “The kids did
inning with youth is some what they needed to do to get in good
thing Grand Valley State Uni physical shape and really focus every
versity head volleyball coach day when they come into the gym. We are
Deanne Scanlon believes in, andlooking
head at it as a fresh start and there is
ing into her 18th season at the helm at really not a whole lot of looking back.”
With Scanlon leading the Laker vol
GVSU, she faces the task of leading one
leyball team from the sidelines, the
of her youngest teams ever at GVSU.
The Lakers will open the season with three team captains — senior middle
nine newcomers on the roster, including blocker Eno Umoh, junior libero Sacha
Gill and junior middle blocker Abby
eight freshmen and a junior transfer.
“It is very possible to win with Ebels — will shoulder a majority of the
young kids and that is what our expec leadership both on and off the court.
“I am glad I am in this position and
tations are going to be,” Scanlon said.
“Going through the season that we I am going to work hard to maintain
went through last year, they were not a my coach’s expectations and my team
part of that, but they are all very much mates,” said Umoh, also the only senior
aware that we can have a better year on the team. “We are not to get ahead
than last. If anything, maybe they have of ourselves and we need to take it one
helped relieve a little of that pressure game at a time. We just need to get a
consistent streak going.”
off the returners.”
Even with the young makeup erf the
After a tumultuous 2011 season .which
saw the Lakers start the year ranked num team, the Lakers return five starters from last
ber eight in the country and finish with a season, giving the newcomers experience to
14-13 record, the focus has been on mov learn from and a talent base to build off of.
BY ZACH SEPANIK

GVL STAFF WRITER

W

“We know what we need to do to get
back to what Grand Valley volleyball is
all about — going to regionals, winning
regionals, going to the national tourna
ment every year,” said sophomore out
side hitter Abby Aiken. “It is always in
the back of our minds of what could
happen like last year and what needs
to happen. We need to work hard every
day and keep our expectations high.”
The expectations will remain just that and
• the goals even higher amidst a new season
with new faces and a whole new outlook.
“I definitely think we can win league
this year,” Aiken said. “We scrimmaged
against Hillsdale University and Ferris
State University last week and we stood
right with them whereas last year we
kind of got blown out of the water. This
year we are more confident and have
more swagger.”
GVSU gets the season rolling on
Friday at the Western Oregon Classic
in Monmouth, Oregon, where they will
open up against California State Univer
sity, Los Angeles.

Zsepanik@lanthorn.com
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Spiked: Courtney McCotter spikes the ball during a

previous match against Hillsdale College last season.

Cross country looks to reload for 2012
BY BRYCE OEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

While the Grand Valley State University
men’s and women’s cross country teams may
have lost key seniors from last season’s team,
they aren’t looking to rebuild. Instead, GVSU
is looking to do what they always do — have
people step up and fill key, departed roles.
Both the men’s and women’s teams have
dominated this century. The men have won
the past 10 NCAA Division II Midwest/
Great Lakes Regional Championships,
while the women have won 11 straight of
the same Regional Championships.
One of the biggest factors for GVSU will
be how they replace the graduating seniors
from the past season.
“We’re going to need some of the young
returners, who potentially don’t have as
much experience, to step in and fill those
holes from depufiUa^ members, from last

year,” said head coach Jerry Baltes, who
was named Midwest Region Coach of the
year last season. “Some kids are just going
to have to grow up and step into producing
roles quickly.”
The Lakers will be young on the wom
en’s side. The team sports just one senior,
Monica Kinney, who is a two-time cross
country All American. GVSU only has
three seniors on the men’s side as well, but
will also rely on their juniors to share the
leadership duties.
“Brent Showerman raced at the national
meet last year and has done a great job at
a leadership standpoint,” Baltes said. “Allie
Winchester and Monica Kinney are two of
our top ladies returning that we will look for
big results from. We have six to eight upper
classmen that I think are all good leaders and
will do a great job of leading by example.”
With a young roster with new leadership,
budding team chemistry** important. GVSU

recently returned from training camp, where
they used their time to get on the same page
and make sure everyone knew what was ex
pected of them.
“We just got back from camp and we had
a lot of team bonding,” said junior Molly
Slavens. “Our mindset this year is the spots
being open for making the national lineup
and scoring points for conference and re
gionals. Also for everyone to work together,
to push each other, hold each other account
able, being supportive, and staying close
with each other.”
When you win a multiple championships
in a row, success becomes a tradition. The
training camp was also used as a time for
the older athletes on the team to show the
younger athletes what it takes to continue
the success and hopefully pass it on when
they become upperclassmen.
“We did lose a lot of people from last
year’s "team* antf some of llie'WST TtfnrtCfs
‘4*--'SJs;

in the history of the program,” said junior
Brent Showerman. “It’s a lot of responsibil
ity carrying on what they set off for us, so
I definitely think that the older guys on the
team feel a sense of leadership and to show
the young guys the ropes and how we do
things at Grand Valley to help them set up
to be successful.”
Baltes isn’t ready to speculate about
where his team is at right now, but under
stands everything is a process. GVSU opens
with their first meet September 9 at the
Knight Invitational.
“There’s a long ways to go and we re
ally haven’t done much to see where we’re
at,” Baltes said. “It’s a long process that
takes time and we aren’t rushing anything.
Just taking our time and doing things the
right way and hoping we’ll be ready to go
for the end of the season.”
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Men's and women's golf set sights
on nationals as season begins
BY KYLE ROSKAMP

their coach, Rebecca Mailloux, and the high
standards she has for the program.
“Overall, when you say you’re the sev
n these beautiful first days of the fall
enth best team in the country, that sounds
semester, a time when most Grand great,” Mallioux said. “But all the girls
Valley State University students are would agree that our performance at Na
kissing mom and dad goodbye and starting
tionals wasn’t what we were hoping for.”
their college years, the men’s and women’s
Mailloux hopes her team can improve on
golf teams are hard at work preparing for last season’s accomplishments by overcoming
the upcoming season.
the loss of Sarah Hoffman, who, as a senior,
Last season was a successful one for the was the GLLAC Champion, an All-American
women as they picked up a Great Lakes In and an integral part of the GVSU team.
tercollegiate Athletic Conference (GLIAC)
Mailloux can rest a little easier knowing
championship, a runners-up finish at the that she has three more years of golf from
Midwest Regional and seventh place fin sophomore and last season’s GLIAC Fresh
ish at nationals. Much of their success last man of the Year, Kelly Haitigan.
year and their ambition moving forward to
“You always want to plan ahead for the
the 2012-2013 season can be attributed to next year, with how many seniors you have

GVL STAFF WRITER

O

leaving and how many freshman are coming
in,” Mailloux explained, “And it was a huge
thing for us to get Kelly Haiti gan last year.”
“It’s hard to predict who is going to be
the next Sarah Hoffman, and you aren’t try
ing to replace someone like that,” she said.
“But I think Kelly is going to do a great job
filling in Sarah’s spot ”
They begin their season on September 16
at the Concordia University Invitational in
Lake Elmo, Minn.
The men’s team missed the national tourna
ment last season by one spot after finishing 6th
in the regional competition in Jefferson, Mo.
“I had a number in mind (to qualify)” said
Underwood “We shot below that number but
we still didn’t make it. That’s just golf.”
Both Underwood and the team are hop
ing to succeed with a younger team this
year, after graduating Ben Brooks and Tra
vis Shooks, as well as losing would-be se
nior Chase Olsen in a transfer to Ferris State
University.
“Golf is different than a lot of sports,”

Underwood said. “In college football, the
only way you can go through the trials of
college football is by playing in college
football games. In golf, our young guys can
play in some really high level tournaments
in the off season ... so (our youth) isn’t go
ing to be as big of a deal .”
Underwood hopes the experience his
team has gained in the off-season will ben
efit them when they travel to some really
high quality tournaments, such as the Uni
versity of Indianapolis Invitational at Brick
yard Crossings in mid-September, where all
of last year’s top five teams will be playing.
But Underwood still wants that GLIAC
title, and also to take care of last season’s
unfinished business.
“Our goal is to win another conference
championship, and hopefully qualify for na
tionals.” said Underwood.
The road to Hershey, Penn, and the na
tionals begins September 8 at the Northern
Michigan Invitational in Marquette.

kroskamp@ lanthorn x:om

Men's and women's tennis look to continue success in 2012
BY TATE BAKER
GVL STAFF WRITER

I

One word can be used to describe
both the men’s and women’s tennis
teams at Grand Valley State University:
Determined.
After the women finished last season
as the runner up to Northwood University
in the Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference (GLLAC), with the men fin
ishing in third place on their side, it’s ap
parent they have their sights set on getting
back in contention for a GLLAC title.
The women’s team returns 10 players
from last year’s squad, including two re
turning doubles teams.
“Our key to the girl’s success is the
doubles,” said Head Coach Jon Black.
“If our doubles are clicking then we
should be in the mix of things within the
conference again this year.”
Black mentioned the “learning curve”
that comes with playing doubles, but

with the returning talent from last sea
son, the adjustment should be easier.
Some common goals are shared
within the girl’s tennis team, which in
cludes a GLLAC crown, and of course
making the NCAA tournament. Those
goals are within close reach highly due
to the newcomers, which include fresh
men Claire Cooper and Rebecca Phyle,
and Division I transfer Morgan Kamey
from Kennesaw State University.
The Lakeis also return with two all-GLIAC players, Leah Dancz and Niki Shipman.
“Our roster is very deep,” Black said.
“It should be fun to watch these girls come
together and do great things this year.”
The team kicks off the season on Sep
tember 14 against Malone University.
For the men, it’s a different story.
With only two returning starters. Grand
Valley’s men’s program will look to re
load on the run in 2012.
Led by returning all-GLIAC per
former Andrew Darrell, the men’s tennis

team still has high goals, which, like the
women’s team, include a GLIAC crown
and an appearance in nationals.
“We have been just one match short
of nationals each of the past two years,”
Darrell said. “That alone is what is driv
ing us. Being so close is making us push
harder to get back so we again have the
opportunity to make it to nationals.”
The Lakers have an impressive list
of newcomers this year, which in
cludes Michael Kaye, Andrew Boyle,
Quin Sylow, and Francis Bertrand - a
Division I transfer from Stony Brook
University.
“I’m very excited to have Francis
with us at Grand Valley” said Darrell.
“He’s an outstanding player who has
competed and beaten (Division I) teams
such as Army and Lehigh.”
The men open their season on Sep
tember 14 at the River Forest Invitation
al in Chicago.

tbaker@ lanthorn .com
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Preparation:Tennis player, Kristina Lucas practices her swing.
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Whether it's dealing with moving away from home for the first time or figuring out where to eat around campus, freshmen will be able to find help
campus during the first week of class and for those who are preparing to leave GVSU, the Laker for a Lifetime program is there to ensure graduates stay involved.

road to college:

mpaign encourages new,
students to remain
'Lakers for a Lifetime'
BRAXMAIER
WRITER

wants to ena student’s
as a Laker
’t stop once the cap
gown come off and
ploma is framed.
GVSU’s camLaker for a LifeGVSU officials
to keep the value
_ students giving back
tojheir community after
grfduation a priority as
w$I.
Jf'The Laker for a Lifeinitiative is a campuf * collaboration that
isjaimed at strengthen
ing 'the connection for
stints and alumni by
billing awareness about
G$nd Valley’s needs
ar^Ccreating a long-last
ing Spirit of giving,” said
Barbee, director of

1

alumni relations, who is
also a Laker for a Life
time committee member,
his program im aimedat reaching incoming
and current students, but
will also focus on alum
ni, parents, faculty and
staff. What we hope to
accomplish is to connect
students to the campus
and get them to realize
the importance they play
in helping shape where
Grand Valley will be in
the future.”
As part of Transi
tions New Student Ori
entation, the Laker for a
Lifetime committee held
a tie-dying event last
Wednesday for freshman
and transfer students to
bond with fellow Lakers.
Thousands of students
showed up at Robinson
Field with gloved hands
and eager faces as t-shirts
were passed around. Be

tween free ice cream and
a DJ spinning hits, it
wasn’t long before every
student was dancing on
the field.
‘‘It is amazing how
these students, after just
recently meeting each
other, are showing so
another and are already
forming relationships,”
Barbee said as he ob
served the students from
the sideline.
Those kind of rela
tionships are what Laker
for a Lifetime aims to
promote - and getting in
volved, Barbee said, can
be as simple as joining
an on-campus club or or
ganization, or just donat
ing time and money to a
particular scholarship or
program.
Track
upcoming
events and opportunities
to get involved on their
website, gvsu.edu/lakerforalifetime. Or, follow
the campaign on Twitter
@Laker4aLifetime.

mhroxmaier®
lanthorn.com

GV's student groups hope to make transition
from high school to college easier for freshman
BY PAIGE PLATTE
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR

’his week over 4,000
first
year
students
ley State University commu
nity. As some new students
are wandering aimlessly and
struggling to find classrooms,
others are sporting their
Laker pride with brand new
lanyards around their necks.
Many of the new Lakers are
fully prepared to take the
campus by storm after par
ticipating in the Transitions
program last week. The Tran
sitions program was intended
to help ease students during
this brand new and some
times uncomfortable time.
Transition leaders and
staff members, GVSU fac
ulty, and even renowned
speakers from across the
country worked to give the
freshmen a warm welcome to
the Grand Valley community
that so many Lakers have
come to call home.

Freshmen Andy Harris
and Kara Malm raved about
speaker Joe Martin, who
spoke about community and
told
aenfs^^^tow^ugly”
tried to motivate them to
reach their full potential.
‘‘He was great at making
everything relatable and un
derstandable through his life
experiences,” Malm said.
Students were also able to
participate in the interactive
program “Hooray!”. This
program created an energet
ic atmosphere for first year
students to meet each other
through several icebreakers
and activities.
“I really liked the music,
being able to shake hands
with everyone and meet
lots of new people,” said
Sarah Schultz, a freshman at
GVSU about her experience
at “Hooray!”,
Transitions week came to a
close with convocation, where
the faculty offered words of
wisdom and inspiration to stu

dents at GVSU’s Fieldhouse
Arena. President Thomas J.
Haas spoke about potential,
and GVSU’s liberal education,
<decided^
alley, ycrif hearft *
the message about educating
in the liberal tradition” Haas
said during his convocation
speech. “We believe strongly
in that mission, the mission
to pass along the tools and
shape your abilities and char
acter that will help you suc
ceed. The liberal tradition;
not to teach you just what to
think, but how to think and
become a life-long learner.”
“Convocation made me feel
like a Laker,” Schultz said.
“It made me feel Laker pride
and got me thinking what the
next four years is all about.”
For Schultz, convocation
made her “feel like a Laker”
and reminded her that respon
sibilities are all her own.
“It’s all on us now, it’s our
responsibility, it’s our time,”
she said.

lakerlife @ lanthorn .com
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CSLC sponsors 'Stuff the Bus' campaign
Big fai AN A DOOLAN
GVipOMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

a time crunch and looking for
a w$y to get involved at Grand ValJtate University? Look no further
tftfrthe Community Service Learning
Cotter, which functions as a liaison for
sti^fents, faculty and staff looking to get
in flmd in the community. The center
setjts as a clearinghouse for all things
relttd to service, volunteensm, civic
en |gement and service learning.
pie CSLC supports several local
Ur $d Way centers through the GVSU
Ur ijd Way Campaign, which includes
nu nous programs, events, and iritiativ % induing the GVSU United Way
Fi^Jmising Campagn. the Heart cf Wsst
gan United Way Day cf Caring,
cf Hope’s Stiff the Bus and more.
SU and CSLC are partnenng with
cf West Michigan United Way
their Schools of Hope program
Stiff the Bus campaign,
the Bus works to ensure that
in Kent County and surroundhave an adequate learning er>
vrrMment and have the appropriate tools
to r&p them learn. Starting today, the
will run through Sept. 12 and
the Schools cf Hope program

by collecting and donating classroom
supplies and funds to purchase such sup
plies and give them to students who may
not have access to them otherwise.
“We’re really hoping students
will come out and donate supplies
or raise funds,” said Jeffrey Mutch,
coordinator for the CSLC.
GVSU has multiple collection sites
on both the Allendale and Pew cam
puses. Diop-aff sites indude the Kirkhof
Center, Facilities Services, Zumberge
Library, the Phdnos College of Engineer
ing. the DeVtas Center Bookstore, EberhanJ Center and the Bicycle Factory.
The Heart of West Michigan United
Way will bring a school bus to participa
tion locations to collect donated items.
Some of the supplies suggested for do
nations indude: lined paper, pencils, col
ored pencils, erasers. crayons, glue sticks,
markers, blue and black pens, pocket
folders.stickers and three-ring binders.
The CSLC lusts everts such as the
Nonprofit Vfunleer and Irtemship Fair,
which is a chance for students to connect
with over 50 agencies offering vohrieer
and'ormtemsfipcppiitiiities in the Grand
Rapid; area. The event will take place on
Sept 11 in Henry Hall from 1 pm. to 4
pm. on GVSLTs Allendale campus
“It’s a great opportunity for stu

GVSU.EDU I COURTESY

Helping hands: Members of GVSU’s Career Service Learning Center pose following last year's event.
dents to come out and just by learn
ing about nonprofit organizations, it’s
a great way to learn about issues in
the community,” Mutch said.
Make a Difference Day night be
the biggest evert hosted by the CSLC,
he said, insofar that around 350 students
head to over 20 dfferert locations around
Grand Rapids to help out the commuity.
“It’s a great evert that serves as an
entry way for students looking to get in

volved in the community,” Mutch said.
"(Also) food, t-shirts and transportation
will be provided!”
Make a Difference Day is on Oct. 27
from 9 am. to 3 pm. in the Kirkhof Cen
ter. Students can register at http://www.
gvsuedu/service/madd-indexJitm.
By visiting the CSLC website at
www.gvsu.edu/service. students can
leam how to get involved and find
event-specific volunteer opportiiities.

ongoing volunteer opportunities, vol
unteer service trips, etc. The CSLC is
located within the Office cf Student Life
in the Kiikhof Center building on the
Allendale Campus and is open Monday
through Thursday from 10 am to 6 pm.
and Friday from 10 am. to 5 pm.
For more information contact the
CSLC directly at (616) 331-2468 or ser
viced gvsujedu.
community®lanthorn com
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Lakers become international teachers!

Math capstone
students travel
toTanzania

Courtesy Photo / Colleen Condr

Teachers of the future: GV6U students pose with two natives of Tanzania while studying abroad. Th#**f
trip helped students see the struggles others face while trying to receive a college education.
'mm

nia and had the opportunity having in the United States.
to teach math lessons to pri They prepared and executed
mary and secondary school
lesson plans and learned
how to communicate with
students.
emember that rethe
students despite the lan
During
the
four
week
du•
ally bad day you
guage
barrier - English is
ration
of
the
trip,
the
Grand
had at school last
Valley students had to adapt the third language for many
semester? Where the printer
was jammed, or the screen to the culture and learn to children in Tanzania.
“The students went in
of your iPod touch was teach in a new environment
with
an open mind that
with
different
resources
cracked? Your laptop died
than
what
they
are
used
to
things
would be different
and you didn’t have your
cord, or you couldn’t find
your cell phone? Maybe you
couldn’t connect to Grand
Valley’s Internet no matter
how hard you tried or you
had to wait an extra 20 min
utes for that 37 bus to come
around again?
Now, think about this for
a minute. What if our pro
fessors made us hand write
our essays? What if iPads,
white boards and projec
tors weren’t at our disposal?
What if school supplies that
we normally take for grant
ed such as pencils and paper
weren’t easily attainable?
saves $1,000 per year on average
A group of MTH 496
students got the opportu
compare every online store in one place
nity to travel to Tanzania
new, used, rentals, eBooks
for their capstone course
every coupon, every offer
this past May where the
•.
•
.
••••'■
;
■
• ■ ’
students stayed in Arusha,
....
BIGW0RDS doesn’t sell, rent, or buy anything.
Ngorongoro, Mulala, -and
BIGWORDS searches every other site, relentlessly.
BIG WORDS is your friend who speaks the truth.
Monduli for four weeks.
, y £f[\ V,W,
While there, the students
www.BIGWORDS.ccm or “BIGWORDS.com" Apps on iPhone, iPad
and Android phones and tablets. BW89
were able to experience dif
ferent ways of life in TanzaBY MEGAN BRAXMAIER

GVL STAFF WRITER
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and responded very well,”
said faculty leader Col
leen Condra, who went on
the trip with the students.
“We have so much here in
America and the students

trip as well, it made me betj%
ter at preparing lessons aixf *,
how to teach with limited \
resources.

(in Tanzania) have so little.
We don’t realize how lucky
we are. They are grateful
for everything and we are
always wishing for more.
I took a lot back from the

mbraxmaien^i
@ lanthorn .cofnZ*
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Still need a room for 2012-13?
48 west apartments and town
homes lias a room for you

Imgwords.coml

saves $1,000 on textbooks

We have great deals on
apartments and town homes

Move in TODAY and you too can
Located directly across
live this wav
ta>nU i\ SU od 4Sthave
www 4rtwest.com
. v'
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Kleiner
Commons

Rec Center
Commons
(lower level)
West Campus

Kirkhof
Center

ON CAMPUS
Featuring our high-interest
Max Checking^ account
• free with no monthly
fees or minimum
■■EjgEbKV*
balance requirements
• FREE real-time 24-hour .
online banking

Drlve-up Kiosk
at 42nd/Pierce

New Pew Campus
DeV es Centei
(not shown)
? Vv.

insured by NCUA

'■

6 ATMs on campus:
• Commons (lower level)
• Drive-up Kiosk
at 42nd Pierce
• Rec Centei
• Kirkhof Centei
t

• Kleiner Commons
Pierce
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MARKETPLACE
WELCOME BACK
Campus View wouu like to
welcome students back to
COFFEE
Btggtjy Coffee IB proud to of GvSu Good mck wtm
classes tms semestan
fer a wide variety of bever
Can 616.896 6678 or visit
ages for the coffee and
non-coffee drinker aflke. You CampusVtowHousing.com to
learn more about our housing
win easily Hod sometfang to
advantages
please your palate
Btap by the store on the
YOGA
comer of 4fitn ave and Lake Where’s your bream? Offer
Mtotegan Drive,
ing Hot Yoga desses.
Discounted monthly uiflnvCONTESTS
rtea packages and drop in
wm 2 tickets to see Rise
i torn hi far students with I.D.
Against. The Gaslight An
individual couna—ng and
them, and Hot Water Music
treatment sessions provtoed
artne
Dettaptex Arena an Septem by Dr. Sue Dllsworth, a
Uoaneed Caracal Psycndober 17. Take a pic of your
gtst. Everyone can benefit
bast
Lanthom reading pose, post from yoga! Visit Hearts Jour
It on our Facedook. get your ney Weaness today.
friends to *Hke' it. and wmi
For Sale
Top 2 pictures wftn me most
‘fees* win 2 tickets each.
FOR SALE
Poet at
2007 honda ebr 6O0lnr for
faoaboolecQm/qvlanthQrn
sale. 6600 mites. Very good
I
)________________________ condition. Asking price
$4600 but wfltog to negoti
PUBLIC PRESENTATION
ate. Please call (231)
The F&tt Continues: USMC
392-2704
James Sperry jetted) and
Eric Casey, to speak
Housing
transition from combat to
civilian on Tuesday, August
home FOR RENT
28. 2012 from 4p-6p.
929 Nagoid N.W.-Downtown
Cook-Oewitl Auditorium
GR area. $700 + utilities.
$300
security deposit. 3 lev
8AVINOS
els.
2
bedrooms. 1 bam.
With 6 ATMs on campus, you
basement. 2 stall garage
0ont need a bus or car to
Spacious, quiet, cul-de-sac
bank wftfi us. Sign up wftn
6
month or 1 year lease
Lake Michigan Credit Union
If
Interested, call Mike Kaibny
and get the Max Checking
account for free. No monthly at
fees or minimum balance re 818.6263
quirements and free real-time HOMES FOR RENT
24-hour onftne banking Cafl Available rental homes. 4
616_242.0790 or visit
bedrooms. 2 bams, dose to
wwwJ-MCu.org to start
bus me at Covel and Lake
today!
Michigan Dr. $360 per stu
dent 4 students, lawn care
walk to stop diabetes
American Diabetes Associa included. Can Jeff Biannik at
tion Annual Stop Out Walk To 791-8181.
HOuSavG
8top Diabetes
October 6, Bosa Panes Circle Enjoy Mfe at the Beech* Come
and experience the
8 0QAM Registration
900AM Start
convenience of
Copper Beech townhome liv
viskwwwxii^aar mil iTn
pQLrtgran^ rapids to togn up a ing, where ytxm find as the
team, or antodMdual •. ^
amenities you want—ptot,^
the extra apace you NEED

Announcements

housmg

At 48west. we are redefining
student living Our brand new
rental property Is Just steps
away from me GvSu cam
pus in Allendale. You want
privacy, you got t- wtm a pri
vate bedroom and bath in
each of our one. two. and
four
bedroom apartments and
town houses. You can do it
an at 48westl

Entertainment
EVENTS
Events of music perform
ances. academic lectures, art
gaaery exhibits, poetry night,
music & dance, and ending
wth the Fail Arts Holiday
Gflt.
Event dates: September 10 &
20. October 4-November 2.
October 19&22. And
December 3. Events are free
& open to public For detailed
event Information visit
wwwjvsiLflfluilaiiafts

Roommates
Housing Avaftabte
I am looking far a female to
take over my lease at 48
west. The rent is $420. it is
furnished.and it is not a pet
friendly building it is on the
3rd floor, mis means that it
has vaulted ceilings The apt.
is A style and has 4 room
and 4 bathrooms Email me
at wwangkOmaiLgyau-afl if
you are interested or If you
have any questions
Roommates Wanted

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS,

FACULTY AND STAFF

FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
class ifieds@ lanthorn.com

SUBLEASE
Looking for a subteaser at
Hlllcrest for the 20l2-20l3
school year. Fees are paid
for in full by me. Utumes very
tow One of the cheapest
places on or off campus.
Emar tmi|ennflman.qvs^.edu

http://www.lanthorn.com/

Phone L26ffl 5696386

Services

1 Jmvpr'.iiy Town hoi
h Ap»irf m<*nlr»

M >Wf Vf KATT S < .1 lAJtANTUD'

<o I < >» 44 f V> I I

DnOH-3AI10

ME WASTERS
ACROSS
1 DNA sharer
4 Venomous
vipers
8 Exploding
star
12 Praise in
verse
13 Other
people
14 Final notice
15 Supporting
16 Put under
18 Pond cover
20 Actor
McBride
21 Peace
keeping
org.
24 Decorator’s
theme
28 Spoof
32 1492 ship
33 Work with
34 Valuable
collection
36 Door opener
37 Chinese
dynasty
39 Fill with
6-Down
41 Turkish
official
43 Birthright
barterer
44 Sprite
46 Betweenmeal
munchie
50 Dangle a
carrot
55 Hawaiian
garland
56 Help a thief
57 Stench

1

2

r
I

3

12

9

10

11

25

26

27

47

48

49

|

15
18

19
21

28

29

30

33
37
41
46
50

51

53

52

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

61

sash
58 Diner order,
10 Namely
briefly
(Abbr.)
59 Pedestal part
11 Chowed
60 Courts
down
61 Brewery
product
17 Resistance
measure
DOWN
19 Blackbird
22 Grow weary
1 Couch
23 Pure air
2 Pedestal
occupant
25 Polynesian
icon
3 Longtime
26 Don Juan’s
“Mad"
mother
cartoonist
27 Actress
Dave
Dunaway
4 Essentially
28 Draining
5 Bashful
reservoir
6 Vigor
29 Largest of
7 Harmoniza
the seven
tion
30 Sawbucks
8 Idea
31 Prior nights
9 Sapporo
C 2012 King Feature* Synd , Inc.

35 Chalk-board
accessories
38 Depressed
urban area
40 Pistol
42 — carte
45 Go smoothly
47 Actress
Jessica
48 Honeycomb
compart
ment
49 Prop for Ben
Franklin
50 Tiny bit
51 Lawyers’
org.
52 Homer’s
neighbor
53 Altar affirma
tive
54 Menagerie

apply

ROOMMATES
OUTDOOR ADVENTURE
4 Bedroom house m need of For rentals of hiking gear,
a 3rd & 4th mate roommate padding equipment. & yard
Approx. $300 or $330 month games: visa online
(depending on which room) Omra.gvsu ao^oac
including ALL utisnes except Trips/Cllnlcs Register today
Cable & Trash. Straight Ave for FaM'12 tend or water
1/2 mites from QvSU Devos
Campus and 1 mile from
programs Cafl Gv Outdoor
downtown (walking distance). Adventure Center
Large house wtm plenty of ■tj
extra room for bikes, gear
etc. Ideal tease i6 1 year
Wanted
however there may be room
DONORS WANTED
for flexibility.
New donors or donors who
Currently we have 2 guys liv haven t donated in six
ing in the house. 1 graduate months or more can receive
student and the other is dual $120 In fust 3 donations.
enroaed undergrad/graduate. Look far the BloLlfe Plasma
Services Coupon In this
pa
perl Want to learn more
Feel free to cali/taxt/email If
about
Bioiife Plasma
you have any questions.
Services?
Go to
269-908-5666
BlOLIFEPLASMA.com or call
fullflftq9fnell.gvsu.edu
SUBMIT TO
647-4672
MrSSifi^l -ftNr t Ni I .
r
SUBLEASE
Looking for a subteaser for
12-13 fall ONLY. 48 west
arte- n CC tv’c WSrtisc
apartment near bus stop and
■V
r*H’.1 r ir-l <=tr; r«:e R5
commons. Three very cool
http://http://www.gvsuoffcampushousing.com/
r yHj nore*
1
girl roommates. If interested
call iBl0ffiflP-9:Q6 or ematf
nomshrOmflil.gvsu edu
Thank you. Brenna N.

HEALTH
GvSu Family Health Center
welcome's everybody into
Two rooms available in
their health center and we
Allendale Meadows. $316
accept patients with or with
plus utilities split between afl out health insurance. Our
roommates, my brother and I hours are M-F 9:00 a.m.plus two more roommates.
6:00 p.m W - 10:00 a.m. Everything is furnished but 6:00 p.m. Lunch: 1:00 p.m. the bedrooms.
1 45 p.m. Located at 72
If you're interested email me Sheldon Btvd SE Grand
at rudolpfimOmflil.gvEu.edu Rapids. Mi 49603
616-988-8774 vlsfl our web
site for more
information:
wfraxnrau.aflurtnc
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